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I. INTRODUCTION

Describing scientific theory formation as an information
processing problem suggests breaking the problem into subproblems
and searching solution spaces for plausible items in the theory.
A computer program called meta_DENDFAL embodies this approach to
the theory formation problem within a specific area of science.

Scientific theories are judged partly on how well they
explain the observed data, how general their rules are, and how
well they are able to predict new events. The meta-DENDRAL
program attempts to use these criteria, and more, as guides to
formulating acceptable theories. The problem tor the program is
to discover conditional rules of the form S -> A, wnere the S's
are descriptions of situations and the A's are descriptions of
actions. The rule is interpreted simply as 'When the situation S
occurs, action A occursX

Th'3 theory fcrmaticn program first generates plausible A's
for theory sentences, th<=n for each A it generates plausible S's.
At the °nd it must integrate the candidate rules with each other
and with existing theory. In this paper we are concerned only
with the first two tasks: data interpretation (generating
plausible A's) and rule formation (generating plausible S's for
each A) .

This paper describes the space cf actions (A's), the space of
situations (S's) and the criteria of plausibility for both. This
requires mentioning some details of the chemical task since the
generators and the plausibility criteria gain their effectiveness
from knowledge of the task.

THE THEORY FORMATION TASK

As in the past, we prefer to develop our ideas in the context
of a specific task area. Thus the computer program under-
development works with data frcm organic mass spectrometry, a
subset of analytic chemistry, to infer rules for the theory of
mass spect rcmet ry . The data, from which the program will form
rul<=s, are a collection of structural descriptions of chemical
molecules -- each paired with the analytic data produced by the
molecule in an instrument known as a mass spectrometer. The
analytic data are usually presented in a fragment-mass table
(F*T) , or mass spectrum - a table of masses of mclecular
fragments and their relative abundance.

The program i* given some knowledge of the task area. In
particular, it is given the ability to manipulate topological
descriptions of molecules; it. is given primitive terms from which
descriptions of causal explanations (of the form S — >A) can be
written. Tut it is not given the predictive rules describing the
operation of the mass spectrometer: these are essentially the
rules it must discover.

As the liseursion develops, we hope +o make explicit exactly
what knowledge is giver to th 3program. We strongly believe that
the performance of artificial intelligence programs increases as
the knowledge available to them increases. ?.o we have
deliberately given it knowledge of the task area. On the other
hand, giving it too much knowledge removes the difficulty (and
the interest) from the theory formation problem.

SPECIAL PUPPCSF PROGRAM



In order to try out some of our ideas on theory formation
quickly, we decided to Implement a rather special- purpose program
before writing the general theory formation program discussed
previously (IJCAI) . This strategy has 3 main advantages.

(1) Commur icat ion between an expert and a novice seems to be
more fruitful the mor<= specific the problem under discussion. At
least for purposes of discovering the expert's heuristics and
asking him to judge the acceptability of results, this is so.

(2) Putting more knowledge of the task area into tne program
avoids many of the initial clumsy errors of general-purpose
programs. This allows us to work en some of the main problems of
theory formation before having to construct an elaborate program
substruct ure.

(3) Working on a specific problem also allocs us to produce
intermediate results of real value to the practicing scientist.

Specifically, we have limited our attention to the class of
molecules known as estrogneic steroids, well known tor their use
in oral contraceptives. The molecules from which rules are
constructed are all assumed to be cf the same class, with a
common skeleton shown in Figure #1. Instances of this class nave
additional atcms (substituents) bonded to the skeleton, replacing
hydrogen atoms. Ore instance is shown in Figure #2. Althougn we
believe the program is not limited to just this class, we have no
way of knowing this until we attempt rule formation for other
classes.

11. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The program searches a space of theory sentences (or rules)
to construe* a collection of sentences explaining the

of this space is described briefly
and 2 define the concepts

experimental data. The nature
in this section. Appendices 1
mentioned here more precisely.

SPACE OF THEORIES

We count as a theory a set of predictive rules in conditional
form: S-->A. Although a mere collection of rules often does not
warrant the laudatory term 'theory', for purposes ot defining the
task this simple definition will serve. Exploring the space of
theories, then, is exploring the space of rule sets where each
rule is of the S-->A fcrm. The S's and A's, in turn, are members
of their own separate spaces, so the space of rules is tne cross
product of the space cf S's and the space of As.

As mentioned above, plausible and interesting actions (A's)
are generated first:. This is described in detail in the Section
on data interpretation. Then for each A, plausible and
interesting situations (S's) are generated tc form alternative
rules of th-3 S-->A form. Th<= program keens those rules which
explain tho sample- data most simply and completely, and which
still allow extrapolation +0 unobserved data.

The predictive nature of the theory partially dicatates the
form, as do the other restrictions we initially place on the
kinds of theories we want + ho program to forirulate. Appendix 1
characterizes the space of theories more completely.

we are focussing our attention on theories that will nelp us
predict FMT'S (mass spectra) for molecules given their chemical
structure. In Appendix 1 we begin by defining what is a
predictive theory of mass spectrometry (Appdx 1, Part 1). We



indicate tha4: the theory is constructed in several stages.
First, the data points in tha FMT for each mclecule are explained
as fully as possible. The general rules formulated must be
consistent with all of these individual explanations. We
restrict, the form of these individual explanations by restricting
the terms from which explanatory actions can be descriped. This
leads to the idea of an action-based theory (Appdx 1, Part 2).
Also for simplicity, the program is restricted to predicting
occurrence and ncn-occurrence of f ragment-mass points, without
estimating intensities (y-coordinates) for those data points.
This kind of theory we call a 0,1 theory (Appdx 1, Part 3). The
samples rfc study represent not the entire space cf molecules, but
rather a restricted class of mclecules and this we introduce the
concept of partial theories (Appdx 1, Part 4). The range of
validity and applicability of a partial theory is only the spr.ce
formed by a restricted class of molecules. For each molecule in
its range a partial theory may leave some of tha peaks in the
data unexplained.

SPACE OF ACTIONS

The search space is generated from the two primitive "legal
moves": bond cleavage and qrouo migration. Plausible actions, or
"moves", are generated ry imposing heuristic constraints on tne
legal move generator. It should be noted that the plausible
actions are generated cnly once for the basic skeleton common to
all molecules. For each rcolecule, the program recoreds the
evidence (or lack of it) for each of the actions. A few precise
definitions will help at this point. this pcint.

a) Action = cleavage followed ty Fragment Selection
followed by Migration OR
A set of cleavages followed by fragment
selection followed by migration

b) Cleavage = The process of removing all the bonds
in a cleavage set.

c) Cleavaae Set = A set cf bonds in the mclecule or
fragment (e iges of a graph) which are necessary
and jointly sufficient, for separating the
mclecule into two distinct parts.
Bonds to hydrogen atoms are excluded.

d) Fragment Selection = the identification of one of the
parts of a graph resulting from cleavage

c) Migration = The process of moving a specified group of
atoms from one oart of the mclecule or fragment
tc another. (A null groin is allowed)

The generator of actions can be simply described now by the
following steps.

1. Generate all plausible cleavages (i.e., all plausible
cleavage sets). (See Table »1.)

2. select each of the two fragments.
3. Specify all plausbiie actions containing one cleavage

fol lowrd by migration.
4. Specify all plausbiie actions containing two cleavages

followed by migration.

5. Specify all plausbiie actions with n cleavages followed
by migration. (See Table #1.)
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The constraints on the generator which determine plausibility
of cleavages and of actions are cf three kinds, listed below.
Table #1 shows the plausible ways of nutting actions together
from the possible cleavage sets (followed by fragment selection
and migration) shown in the previous table.

1. Topological Constraint:
For bon 1 cleavage, consider only sets of bonds which separate
the molecular graph into two pieces. These are caliea cleavage
sets .

2. Chemical Constraints:
a) Do not break a set of bends together if

(i) Any bonds are in an aromatic ring
(ii) of the bonds are attached tc the same carbon

a tern
(iii) Any bonds (except ring junctures) are more

than single bonds.
b) Select fragments with k or mere carbon atoms only.

(Currently k=S.)
c) Do n->t allow an additional cleavage in an n-ary action if:

(i) The n+l cleavage sef s are not disjoint (some bonds
are duplicated);

(ii) There is not sufficient evidence for all n+l
cleavages (where "sufficinet evidence" may be defined
in various ways). For Table #1 this heuristic was not
used .

d) Transfer from -2 to +2 hydrogens (only) after a set ot
cleavages (but not in the middle of a set). 1.c., limit
migration to hydrogen atom?, and allow only -2, -1, 0, 1, or 2
atoms to migrate. (Negative integers specify numbers of atoms
lost from the fragment, positive integers specify numbers of
atoms gained. Zero indicates no migration, cr migrating a null
group, if one prefers.)
3. Methodological Constraints:

a) If two sets of actions explain the same data point,
ignore the more complex set (Occam's Razor).

b) Confine cleavages to bends within the skeleton.

SPACE OF SITUATIONS

A single situation is a description of a class of molecules,
so the space of all possible s's is the space of all class
descriptions. Seme of the terms used in defining the space are
explained

A class description is a Boolean combination of features.
A feature is a substituent label followed by a position

number . *A substituent label is an arbitrary label describing an atom
or group of atcms (substituent.) attached to the structural
skeleton .

A position number is one cf the numbers assigned to the nodes
ot the strucural skeleton.

*This definition of 'feature' holds only for the special purpose
program which assumes a common skeleton with numbered positions
for placina additional groups of atcms. In general, features can
be described in terms of subgraphs.
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In principle, the generator of situations is quite simple. It
must be severely constrained, however, in order to limit the
number of S's actually considered. Two main kinds of constraints
are considered: constraints on features and ccnstraints on
combinations ef features.

a) Constraint en Features
Consider only features which appear in the sample. 1.c.,

consider features which mention only substituent labels and
position numbers appearing together in some molecule ot the
sample.

b) Constraints on Boolean Combinations of Features
1. Allow union and intersection operators only.
2. Allow enly one occurrence of each position number in a

combination of features.
3. Allow only ccmbina+ions which cover the molecules in

the sample. 1.c., every positive instance in the sample is an
instance of the class defined by the combination, or every
negative instance is.

X Allow only combinations which are consistent with the
data. 1.c., the class defining positive instances does not also
cover known negative instances, and vice versa.

5. Generate only parsimonious combinations of features.
1.c., limit the number of terms and the number of Boolean
operators.

111. DETAILS OF THE DATA INTERPRETATION PROGRAM

Data in terpreta+ion is an essential aspect of theory
formation for at least two reasons: (1) At this early stage, a
large volume of experimental data car be compressed into readable
results tables.* (2) Here, also, the data are re-represented
frcm the form of experimental results suitable tc tiie experiment
to the form of results suitable to the theory. These are not
separate reasons since the way of organizing the compressed table
of results depends upon the conceptualization of the problem for
form and content.

In mass spect rcmetry , data reduction takes place in many
staaes. The so-called "raw data" are initially represented as a
continuous graph of detector voltage plotted against time. A
sequence of numerical algorithms reduce the data to:
a) a digital (tar) graph of integrated detector voltages plotted

against time of recording the peak confers.
b) a digital (tar) graph of integrated detector voltages plotted

against atomic mass units of the peak centers.
c) a digital plot of integrated detector voltages vs. elemental

compositions of fragments (each elemental composition derived
from exact mass). Step (c) can be applied to so-called "high
resolution" data, i.e., data with precise resolution of tne
masses accurate to 3 or H decimal places.

d) (c) with detector voltages normalized.
c) (d) with isotopic contributions deleted.

All of +hese reductions are made ce 0r the routine analysis of
mass spectra using the existing corpus of knowledge. Therefore,
it is reasonable tc start with data already reduced in these ways
when attempting to extend the corpus of knowledge. This is
especially so because extensions tc the corpus will be made using
only the primitive concepts which are currently used.

*
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Th ? form of the rules to be written is dictated by the form
of existing rules. The computer representat icn for the existing
rules has been described elsewhere (refs 1 and 2). In
short, a rule describing the behavior of a class of molecules in
a mass spectrometer is a conditional of the form S -> A where S
is a description of features of molecules of the class (a
"cause") and A is a set of names of processes ("effects") which
occur in the instrument. The result of applying a rule is
another molecule or molecular fragment which, itself, can be
processed by ether conditional rules. Because this simple rule
form has been easy to use and easy to modify, the program wnich
creates new rules will create them in this form.

T R ANSFORMATION

The data are presented to the program as efteets of unnamed
actions (peaks in the F"T) for each molecule. Thus, it is
necessary to infer the nature of the underlying actions if we
want to put the actions into the consequent places of conditional
rules. For example, +he fm^ of the estrogenic steroid estrone,
shown in Table »2, shows peaks a+ approximately 70 mass points
(above mass 65) , each of which can be identified with an
elemental composi+ ion . * Tn order to form rules explaining why
those peaks appear in the data for estrone, it is necessary to
transform each peak in the data to a set of possible actions
which are potential explanations of the peak.

♦Because of small mass differences between seme groups of
atoms, it is occasionally impossible to determine a unique
elemental composition for a mass point within the resolving power
of the instrument, In that case, the peak is identified with
both (or all) possible compositions.

Our bias toward heuristic search has strcngly influence! our
choice cf strategies, Generating +he plausible actions and
prunir.-i with respect to tha data is a prime example ot
heur ist ioally searching tho whole space of explanations. The
space and the constraints used in generation of actions were
described in section T I ,

The final result of transformation is a list of peak-action
set nairs for each molecule. Peaks or actions which are not a
member of some pail ar° eliminated from further consideration in
the theory forma+ion process.* The actions which occur together
in a process set as the explanation for a particular peak are
redundant explanations for that peak. Table #3 shows the results
for the one molecule we have been using for an example. A
similar table is given for for each molecule in the initial
collection of mclecules with which the theory formation program
works.

*Since th" list cf possible actions has been pruned before
attempting to explain the peaks in the data, it is possible tnat
some pf aks will ha unexplained. These peaks are reported by the
program to provide a method of checking the validity ot the
pruning process.
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REORGANIZATION

The rule formation program must, be able to view each action
separately +o determine the situation in which it is likely to
occur. It must have information about the molecules for which
the action coes and does not. occur. Therefore it is necessary to
reorganize the information collected so far in this simple way.

Table »** shows each action for which any evidence was tound
in the data of any of the molecules. The example molecule we
have been following, estrone, is molecule number 1 in this
table. As can be seen there estrone (and other molecules) shows
many, but not all, cf the actions in the table.

Of particular interest in +he reorganization of results, is
the handling o' redundant actions. Each action which could have
been responsible c cr a peak in the data is given credit tor that
peak, and the ambiguity of the peak (in the form ot a list ot the
other actions which could have explained the peak) is noted. The
resulting set cf data is a list cf actions in which each action
is supported by evidence in one cr more molecules. Each molecule
gives the peak in+ensity for this action aud a list of any other
actions identified as being redundant explanations in this
molecule. Our desire for ccmpac+ presentation of results
provides the rationale for a final step of reorganization, which
is the compression of redundant actions into a single group of
actions supported by the same evidence.

IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FULS FORMATION PROBLEM

The space of situations described in section II gives a rough
idea of the nature of the rule formation problem. In Appendix 2
the rule formation problem is posed in more detail. The class of
estrogens is defined thus formulating the space of molecules over
which theories are to be constructed. The fcrm of input data is
presented (Appdx 2, Par*- A1). We present a series of problem
reductions and several steps in the solution of the proPlem. The
first step in the solution is the generation of explanatory
hypotheses for the data. This is done by generating possible
actions which explain the data and pruning with respect to a
priori criteria of plausibility and a posteriori evidence in the
data. Details cf the program have been described above. An
important reorganization of the data concerns leaving the
explanatory mode, listing the behavior of each molecule
individually, and approaching a generalizing mode by describing
each action individually. In the course of doing this, the
ptogram groups together sets of ambiguous actions that are not
distinguishable by the data (Appdx 2, Part A3).

In seeking to introduce generality into the explanations we
ignore actions that are specific tc single molecules or to a very
small number of molecules in the sample. In order that we
include only actions that can reasonably be applied not only to
the molecules in the data, but. also to any of the estrogens, we
restrict our attention to skeletal actions. Section B, which
develops the theory of skeletal fragmentation, begins with the
definition of skeletal actions (Appdx 2, Part B1) and introduces
a simple representation for estrogenic molecules using structural
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coding of substituents around sites. The vocabulary tor
specifying arbitrary subclasses of estrogenic molecules
represented in the data is defined next. The primitive classes
(Appdx 2, Part P 3) and the non-primitive classes (Appdx 2, Part
B4) are defined in a natural way. This vocabulary allows the
introduction of requisite generality into the description of
actions an 1 specifying the classes cf molecules that show
evidence for each action. Fven at this stage we have captured
some e Xpi^na t ory power and generality into the rules that are
constructed. The generality introduces predictive power to a
small degree. We postpone discussion of enhancing the predictive
range of rules, to a later section (D) and deal with problem
reduction in section C.

Because of the assumption that actions are independent of
one ano + her we do net. have to treat any set of actions
simultaneously (Appdx 2, Part C1). The problem then decomposes
into several independent subproblems with accompanying reductions
in problem size (Appdx 2, Part C2 ). Construction of rules then
proceeds in the context of single actions. Considerations are
delineated such as, which among all the non- primitive classes are
suitable for associating with the occurrence of an action (Appdx
2, Part C3 ). The concepts of cover and honesty to data are
important in this context. The space of all rules is the
product space formed by taking actions from the space of actions
and association every ncn-primi t ive class of molecules with each
action. The space of rules is very large. We need good pruning
conditions for filtering the rules and evaluation criteria for
selecting from those that remain (Appdx 2, Part C5) .

The rules then need to be systematically recoded to be made
applicable to a wide range of molecules in the estrogen class,
rather than to narrow classes defined using substituents
occurring in the sample. This enhancement of predictive power is
explained in section D. The technique of term replacement is the
topic in Dl, and interim computer implementation is described in
D2. The program Planner (Appdx 2, Fart D3) is given the mandate
of providing the rule fcrmaticn program the information it needs
to develop rules amenable tc term replacement.

The rules collected for different actions now have
attributes of explanation, generality and predictive power.
These rules have to be codified and combined with the existing
corpus of knowledge. But discussion of this aspect of theory
formation is beyond the scope of this paper.

FIGURES S TABLES
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BREAK 33
BREAK 34
ERFAK 35
BREAK 36

((8 9) (9 10) (9 11))
((8 9) (9 10) (11 12))
((8 9) (9 10) (12 13))
((8 14) (13 14) (13 17))

BREAK 65
BREAK 66
BREAK 67

((8 9) (9 10) (13 14) (14 15)
((8 9) (9 10) (13 14) (15 16)
((8 9) (9 10) (13 14) (16 17)

)
)
)

♦Constraints used for generating the cleavage sets are:
(1) Topological constraint.
(2) Chemical constraints (a-i) , (a-iii), (b) , (d)
(3) Methodological contraints (a), (b) .

able #1: some Possible Cleavage Sets for the Estrone
Skeleton Generated Under Constraints*

Cleavage Label Cleavage Set

BREAK 1 ( (13 18) )
EREAK 2 ((5 6) (6 7))
BREAK 3 ((5 6) (7 8) )
BREAK a ((5 6) (9 10) )
BREAK 5 ((6 7) (7 8))
BREAK 6 ((6 7) (9 10))
BREAK 7 ((7 8) (9 10) )
BREAK 8 ((8 14) (9 11))
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Table »2: Analytic Data (FflT) for Estrone

Exact. Mass Composition of Fragment
CHN 0 P Sof Fragment Intensity

6.^04C8085E01 1.100 0 0
6.70558381E01 2.00 0 G C
7.70389282E01
7.90540497E01

3.00000
2.70000

8. 10704493F01
9. 10^45516EC1

1.60000
5.200CC

9.20427483501 1.20000
9. 30702147F01 1.60000
P.5C863121E01
9.70652752F01

1.2000C
3.00000

1.03054406E02
1.050698P8E02

1 .20000
2. 30000

1.07048971F02 3. 40000
1.07085457E02 1.30000
1.0PO568O0R0? 1 .10000
1. 15C54584F02 4.30000
1. 16062028F02
1. 170694 16E02

1 .80000
1. 30000

1. 1Q086545F02 1 .100CO

5
6
6

7
5
7

U
0
0
0

v v
0 0
0 0
0 0

v
0)
0)
0)

6
7

9
7

0
0

0 0
0 0

0)
0)

3 8 0 3 0 0)
7
7
6
8
8

9
1 1

9
7
9

0
0
0
0
c

0 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

7 7 0 1 0 0)
8
7

11
8

0
0

0 0
1 0

C)
0)

9 7 0 0 0 0)
9
9

8
9

0
c

0 0
0 0

0)
0)

9 1 1 0 0 0 0)

>. 13127291E02
?. 1U133907E02

17.2000
8.30000

>. 151.17354E02 1 .50000
>. 15137354E02 1.50000
?.26136093E02
?.27142082E02
J.37128383E02

5.20000
1.40000
2.10000

?.421285U1E02 3.70000
>.55133C98E02
>.68147513E02

1 .20000
1.30000

?.691552^8E02 2.50000
'.70164935E02
2.711682P9E02
J.72172112E02

100.000
18.50CC
1.90000

15
15
11

18
19
19

C
0
0

1 0
1 0
4 0

0)
0)
0)

16 18 0 1 0 0)
16 19 0 1 0 0)
17 17 0 1 0 0)
16 18 0 2 0 0)
17
18
18

19
20
21

0
0
0

2 0
2 0
2 0

0)
0)
0)

18
18

22
23

0
0

2 0
2 0

0)
0)

18 24 c 2 0 0)
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H2 RRK3L/46L:H2

//

Table #3: Some Plausible Estrone Actions Inferre
frcm Data

DATA POINTS FULL ACTION LABELS**
Composition
of Fragment Intensity*
C19H2402 .5 RPKO:H2
C13H2302 .2 B"KO:H1
C18H2202 26.1 RRKO
C18H2102 .6 BRKO:H-1
C19H2002 .3 RRKO:H-2
C1 7H 1902 .3 BPKIL
C16H1901 .1 BPKISL:H-1
C16H1802 1.0 RRK3L BRKI2L BRKIBL
CI6HIBOI 1.4 BRKISL:H~2
C15H1901 .2 BRKI4L:HI
CISHIBOI 1.5 BPKI4L

12H1301 .3
5.7
1.0

.1
2.9

PRKIOL:H-1 BRK42L BRK3L/47L
BFKIOL:H-2 BRK42L:H-1 BRK3L/47L
BEK42L:H-2 BRK3L/ 471, : H-2
RRXIL/4H:H-2 BRK9L:HI BRK3L/43L
P^K^L BRK3L/43L:H1 ERK3L/46L:H1

12H1201
12H1101
1 IHI3OI
11H1 2 0 1
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♦Most of the information in this ccluinn is currently ignored
since the program looks only for the presence or absence of evidence.
We expect to make better use cf this information, but for the
present we do net.

**The action names in this column indicate the cleavages,
fragment selection, and migration involved in the action.
More than one action name associated with a fragment composition
indicates that those actions produce indistinguishable fragments.
That is, the actions are redundant explanations of the same
data point. The notation for full action labels is:

Full Action Label

= <cleavage labelXfragment selection label>
OR
<cleavage labelXf ragment selection label>

Action Label

<migration indicator>
OR
<action label> / <action label>

Fragment Selection Label - I CR H
(L indicates the fragment containing the lower-numbered

node in the first, bond of the cleavage set, H
indicates the higher-numbered node.)

(If the migration indicator is absent, no hydrogens are
transferred in the action. If num is a negative number,
that, number of hydrogens migrate out of the fragment.
If rum is positive, that number of hydrogen atoms migrate
into the fragment.)

= BRK <action label>

Migration Indicator = :H <num>



Table »4: Partial List of Processes for which Evidence Was Found
in the Data for Any of Four Estrogens

Full Action Molecules which Show Action** Partial
Label* Fraction TD Int. Redundancies***

/ / / //

PRKC:H2 2/4 4
1

.6

.5

BRKC:HI 2/4 4
1

.5
.2

BRKO 4/4 1
?
3
4

26.1
26.0
20.5
17.4

BRKO:H-1 3/4 3
1

.7

.6

.34

BRKO:H-2 4/4 2 .7
.74

1 . 3
3 .1

BRKIL:HI 2/4 3
4

.9

.2

BRKIL 3/4 4
1
3

.6

.3
.3

PRK3L 3/4 4
1
3

3.5 BRKIL/18L:h1
1.0 BRKI2L

.6 BBKI2L

BRK3L:H-1
BRKI2L:H-1
BRKIBL:H-1 1/4 3 .?.

*See explanation from Table *3. The actions are clustered by groups
of fully redundant actions, i.e., actions which explain tha same data
point for all of the molecules showing the action.

**Mol. 41 a Estrone

***Partially redundant actions explain the same data point for one
molecule, viz., the one whose number appears in the third column.
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Append ix 1 .
DESCRIPTION OF THE THEORY SPACE

1. A PREDICTIVE THEORY OF MASS SPECTROMETRY is a total mapping
from

mol-cules to > fragment nass tables

where a molecule involves a description of its chemical
structure; and th a FMT in a simple form is a list of pairs of the
form

(fragnent mass . intensity of peak) — low resolution or
(fragment composition . intensity of peak) — high resolution.

Tt should be noed that exact mass values can be equated with
fragment compositions, so that low and high resolution data
dif f er to the accuracy (resoluton) cf mass measurements.

A PREDICTIVE niECRY OF ESTROGEN
mapping from

MASS SPECTROMETRY is a total

estrogeric molecules to > fragment mass tables

where an estrogenic molecule is a tuple of substituent radicals
on au (implicit) estrogen skeleton which is shown in Figure #1.

2. ASSUMPTION: The FMT'S (mass spectra) can be explained
entirely in terms of allowable ACTIONS of a GIVEN MOLECULE.

This serves to fix instrument characteristics, instrument
parameter settings and operating environment and emphasizes the
repeatability of a mass spectrometric experinent.

In making this assumption one restricts oneself to a theory that
may not explain the entire FMT fcr each given molecule, but only
those portions of the data that can he explained on the basis of
a well-defined sot cf mass spectrcmetric actions ot the molecule.
This clearly allows only approximate predictions of FMT'S,
leaving unexplained effects of solvents, impurities ot the sample
compound, an 1 other familiar mass spectrometric effects.

luxslier
ACTIONS (defined mere precisely tartwc) are allowable sets of
cleavages followed by fragment selection and hydrogen migration.

AN ACTION-BASED PRFDICTIVE THEORY is a mapping from

molecules to > set of actions on molecules

along with a well-defined effective procedure for predicting the
FMT given a molecule and its set of actions. When the above
effective procedure cannot predict the FMT but. only the mass
values or the composition of the fragments, without intensities,
then the theory is a 0,1 or a binary theory.

3. AN ACTION-EASED 0,1 PRFDICTIVE THEORY is a mapping and'a
procedure :
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molecule to > sot of allowable actions on molecule

and (molecule, actions) to > table cf fragment masses or

The set of actions allowable on a mclecule can be specified, for
example, by a preiicate on the set of all defined actions on the
molecule.

We will use M to denote the universe of all molecules; E to
denote the universe of all estrogenic molecules; and i _ II to
denote a molecule in the universe; and Am tc denote tne set of
actions definable on m.

4. A PARTIAL THEORY uses a predicate that is not total, that is
it is not defined over part or tha whole of the domain Am.
Another way +o define the same is to use a three-valued total
function on Am:

function on Am : for a £ Am, a > {YES , NO , DON'T KNOW)

This allows the mapping on M (or E) to be partial, when the
function of Am maps each action to "DON'T KNOW".

It is not certain whether the structural infcrmation of a
molecule is sufficient to allow prediction of intensities in a
fragment mass table. We wish to focus our attention for the
present on 0,1 theories. *
*First steps toward refining the 0,1 theories to predict

intensities can be made by
i) refining the YES, NO entries in the range of the functions

to be HIGH ,MODERATE, LOW and ZERO on an arbitrary scale
of intensities

ii) associating a confidence with each prediction, thus refining
the DON'T KNOW entry in the range.
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Appendix 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SPACE OF RULES

A. FORMULATION OF THE RULE FORMATION TASK EOR
ESTROGENIC MOLFCUIES (ESTRCGEN-MFT ADENER AL)

Al. The space of all estrogens E is defined by the space
generated by allowing arbitrary substituent radicals on the kfi
positions around the estrogen skeleton.

where each suhi is any radical.

Allowable positions of substituents on estrogens:

An examle of one molecule of the estrogen class is estrone, shown
Figure *2. It should be evident that E [ M .
Let D denote the set of estrogens for which experimental data is
presented, also called the SAMPLE ( D r E ) . "'he experimental
data consist, of a list cf molecule FMT pairs.

DATA = f (d, spectrum) ) for each d in D.

To derive examples to illustrate this writeup we have used a
reduced sample of 7 molecules derived from the original sample of
66. We shall refer to the latter as the reduced sample and the
former as the full sample.

A2. In order to facilitate the development cf an action-based
theory the FMT is initially transformed to mclecule - action
sets, with the program described in detail in part C of this
paper.

DATAI - { (d, actions) } for each d in D.

The transformed set of data, called CATAI here, is rewritten to a
set (DATA2) in which the actions are given primary emphasis.
Both these transfermat ins are described and illustrated in Part
C.
DATA 2= ( (1, (action, fragment, composition , intensity,)) ).

representing explanations of the type; in the FMT of molecule d
the fragment of composition cccurs due to action

i l

A3. AMBIGUITY OF ACTIONS AND REDUNDANCY OF EXPLANATIONS

For two molecules mi and mj, the bonds (the action sites and
consequen tly the actions) of mi can be put in partial 1-1 mapping
into the bonds of mj, and vice versa. *
*This is obvious for actions involving only sites on the

skeleton. Such a mapping can be extended to actions involving
the substituents either alone or in combination witn the skeletal

Ec = {e | c is (skeleton; subl, sub2,..,sub kE) }

1,2,3, 4, 6,7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 kE = 15
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sites. For simplicity, we are currently generating actions for
the skeleton only. Soon we expect to generate and compare
actions involving substituents on the skeleton as well.

Actions related by this .Tapping are CORRESPONDING actions.

An example of two corresponding actions is shown in Figure »3,
labeled a 1and a2.

Two actions ai and aj on a single mclecule m are PARTIALLY
AMBIGUOUS FOP m if and cnly if

fragment composition for ai = fragment composition for aj.

Corollary: For partially ambiguous actions ai and aj the
intensity associated with ai equals the intensity associated with
aj. Remark. For a theory that uses and predicts only
low-resolution mass spectra, a weaker definition of partial
ambiguity would be necessary, which involves the fragment masses
instead of the compositions.

Two actions ai and aj are TOTALLY AMBIGUOUS FOR D when

for every d in D such that corresponding actions ai * and aj'
are defined, ai' and aj' are partially ambiguous for d.

Multiple explanations for a peak derived front ambiguous actions
will be referred to as REDUNDANT explanations.

Totally ambiguous actions are indistinguishable within the
confines of the given sample and data. They may possibly be
partially disambiguated by obtaining further experimental data.
Partially ambiguous actions, on the other hand, point toward a
basic limitation of mass spectrometric recording. Since a
fragment mass table records only fragment masses or fragment
compositions and no identity of the fragment in reference to the
skeleton is preserved, effects of partially ambiguous actions are
not. diff erentiable in the data. They can be differentiated only
through further assumptions about, actions or by Lesort to
additional data.

B. A THEORY OF SKELETAL FRAGMENTATION IN ESTROGENS,
DFFINFD ON SUBSTITHENT EFFECTS.

81. A theory of skeletal fragmentation is an action-based theory
defined only over the skeletal actions As.

= O factions defined on c)

e£E
82. STRUCTURAL CODING for estrogens.

In the sample D ( D [ E [ M ) which is a finite set of estrogenic
molecules, each member is described by a finite set of
substituenf radical placements at specified skeletal positions.
To simplify the presentation :

i) hydrogens attached to skeletal positions are understood
when no substituent is specified for some positions

ii) double bonds (or unsaturations) are simultaneously

As = set of acticns definable en the skeleton
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specified on pairs of adjacent positicns, thus some
viable pairs of positions are allowed as position

specifications
iii) each substituent is described only by a nominal name

for present purposes, although structural information
about the substituent will be made available when need
arises.

Let Fi (D) be the finite set of substituents (i.e. substituent
labels) occurring in position i, in the molecules in D, for i=l
to kE

E' = set of molecules definable using Fi(D) for all i
■ {skeleton; f I£Fl (D) , f 2£F2 (0) .. . f kE£FkE (D) }

The size of this space of molecules is

i from 1 to kF.

By asserting that, each c' in E' represents at most one
molecule we assert that we'are neglecting the three-dimensional
properties that discriminate molecules. E' is the intended
maximum predictive domain of the
coding with respect to Fi(D) . theory for estrogens under

Example; For a small sample of
original 66 molecules,

7 mclecules derived from the

7) (DOUBLEECND 8 9) (CH3 18)
7) (DOUBLEBCND 8 9)

|D| = 7 and KF = 6;

we use H as the symbol ror
default values

= 96 Similarly, |E'| for full

R3. PPIMITIVE CLASSES OF MOLECULES

Define Sjk as the set of elements of E' restricted by substituent
fjk fc Fj(D) in position j of the skeleton, defined for j from 1
to kF and for k frem 1 to | F j (D) | . The primitive classes are
classes defined by substituents at each position of the skeleton.
There are V |Ej(D)| primitive classes.

Examples of primitive classes (there are 13 for the small
sampled :

|E' | » TT IFi(D) I
i

(OH 3) (0= 17) (DCUBLEBOND 6
(OH 3) (0= 17) (DCUBLEBOND 6
(OH 3) (OH 11) (OH 17)
(OH 3) (0= 11) (0= 17)
(CH3O 3) (0= 17)
(OH 3) (C= 17)
(OH 3) (OH 17)

F1 (D) =» OH or CH3O on 3
F2(D) » DOUBLFBOND or H on 6 7
F3(D) = DOUBLFBCND or H on 8 9
F4(D) = OH C~ or H en 11
F5 (D) = OH or C= on 17
F6(D) = CH3 or H on 18 where w

|E» I=2X2X2X3X2X2 = 96 Simi
sample =» (approx.) 1.86 million.



511 = ALL MEMBERS OF F» HAVING (OH 3)
512 = AIL THOSF MEM3ERS OF E' HAVING (CH3O 3)
S"2 = AIL THOSE MEMBERS OF E' HAVING (0= 11)

84. (NON-PRItfITTVE) CLASS OF

We can describe different classes of molecules by appropriately
expressing them with a combination of set intersection and union
operations en the primitive classes. The primitive classes thus
generate a Boolean Aloebra of sets, yielding a natural and
convenient way cf defining classes of molecules in E.

The sets in the Boolean Algebra generated by Sjk, define
non-primitive classes in terms of membership function Sjk. Each
molecule e» in E' can now be described in terms of the set

It should be evident that \f) S I=l and that E« =(JIJ S

* ixi ' iii
Tt is also easy to verify that the Boolean Algebra is nou-atomic
and that the number of sets defined as such

|E« |
is 2

thus allowing expression of any arbitrary combination of
molecules to be expressed as a class.

Example: The first molecule in the reduced sample is given by
given by

S1 1 /"}S2mS3I /1543/ISSI/OS6I
There are r- 2 primary classes cf molecules in the full sample. It
is true that, r or ev°ry j

S H S = NULL
jx 1 jx 2

C. A PARTITIONING OF THE RULE FORMATION PEOELEM

CI. Assumptior: The actions associated with the molecules are
independent of each ether.

Tnat is, the mapping ef each action a in Am for each molecule m
into the sef {YES, NO, DON'T KNOW) can be specified independently
of the mapping for any other action a' in Am' (for the same or
any other molecule).

Corollary. The actions on the skeleton are independent of one
another.

Remark: This independence assumption does net preclude the
possibility of carrying over information learned from the efforts
to solve one subproblem to another. But because rules are
formulated for each action separately, it is necessary to unify
rules after completion of rule formation.

This independence affords a partitioning of the rule formation

ntersection
s n
Ixl 2x2

0 ...,f)S
kExkF

S i
ixi

from 1 to tcE.



problem into |As| subproblems each cf which can be solved
independent ly .
Let, for a £ As,

Da = f d | d £ n and there is evidence for action a
of molecule d }in the spectrum

Da- = f .1 | d £ D and there is no evidence for action a
of molecule d }in the spectrum

The skeletal action formally labelled 48 is shown in Figure »3.

For this action and the reduced sample,

The reduction in problem size afforded by this partitioning
comes about in at least *-wo ways: first, The rule formation for
each action can be tackled separately without any information
carry over from cue subproblem tr another; second, the two
Boolean algebras are much smaller than the Boolean algebra of the
unpartitioned sot. This consideration is exattined below in more
detail.

We can define Fj(Da) and Fj(Da-) on the partial data domains, and
thereby define sjk(Da) and Sjk(Da-) and generate the Boolean
algebras BA (Da) and BA(Da-) to describe classes of molecules that
have evidence for the action a and those that do not have such
evidence. since in general certain substituents are contributory
to action a and certain other substituents inhibit action a,
F j (Da) and Fj(Da-) are smaller than Fj(D). The size ot BA(Da)
and BA(Da-) are reduced to a mere fraction of the size of bA(D) .
C3. We need to choose one class b from each cf the Boolean
algebras to define the class cf molecules believed to undergo the
action and the class of molecules believed net to undergo the
said action. There are some prior restrictions we can impose on
the choice of b frcm PA (Da) and BA (Da-) . The following
discussion using D is to be naturally extended to Da and Da- .
Define B (D) = f b £ 3A(D) | bf) D is non-empty }

the set of b that can be used to explain at least
one molecule in the data domain. However, union of

sets is allowable in any b, one can postulate a stronger
condition on the choice of t. An element b £ B(D) is said to
cover or to be a COVER when bOD = D (or restating the same, when
bCD). Define R (D) = { b £ B (D) 1 b is a cover for D }. A RULE
for an action a then consists of two covers such that

b (a-) C\ Da NULL and b (a )D Da NULL

The above two conditions can be interpreted to mean HONESTY to
data, in that we require the rules to explain the data completely
and without any errors. This condition may be compromised when

tf

D#B- = f (CH3 18) (C= 17) (OH 3) (DOUBLEECND 6 7) (DOUBLEBOND
8 9) ,

(0= 17) (OH 3) (DOUBLFEOND 6 7) (DOU3LSBOND 8 9) }

D*B = r (OH 3) (OH 11) (OH 17) ,
(CIT 3) (0= 11) (0= 17) ,
(CH3O 3) (0= 17), (OH 3) (0= 17), (OH 3) (OH 17) }

|E« (D»8-) (=2xlxlxlxl= 7
|E« (D#B )| =2x3x2 = 12 B*.
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the reliability of the data is in question or when the evidence
in the data is not unambiguous.

They are respectively equivalent tc the statements
B(#8-) == (OH 3) (DOUBLEBOND 6 7) (DOUBLEBOND 8 9) (0= 17)

and
(either CH3 or H on 18)

and (DEFAULT VALUES AT 6 7 , 8 9 and 18)

C4. Predictions using the rules would employ the logic:
if m £ b(a-) and m is not £ b(a) then predict occurrence of

action a;
if m £ b (a) and m is not £ b (a-) then predict

non-occurrence cf a;
else do nof predict (i.e. predict DON'T KNOW).

Example: For (CH3O 3) (OH 17) one would predict occurrence of
action fcB and for (CH3O 3) (DOUBLEBCND 6 7) (DOUBLEBOND 8 9) (OH
17) one would predict "DON'T KNOW".

C5. The space cf possible rules is very large for each action
and we seek appropriate heuristics and guiding principles that
can either reduce the number of alternatives to be considered or
impose a simple rule for choosing alternatives.

One simple principle that is acceptable practice concerns the
"independence" of substituent effects, unless there is evidence
available for "interaction" of substituents. When a substituent
is judged to have an enhancing effect on an action a, among the
molecules observed, if may be readily supposed that it will have
the same effect on all molecules in the domain. Our
approximation to this principle involves the suggestion:

From Sjkfl Da is not NULL and SjkOoa
conclude SjkCb(a)
From Sjkfißa- is not NULL and Sjkf)Da
conclude SjkCt(a-) ;

NULL

NULL

Example: In the above example, it is reasonable to expect that,
any molecule having (DOUBLERCND 6 7) will fail to show evidence
for action iVB and any molecule having (OH 11) will show evidence
for the same action fP.

PARSIMONY is often a desirable aim in constructing rules and
there is a way to state preference for parsimonious rules in our
formulation of the problem. A class cf molecules stated as a
union of disjoint subclasses is our eguivalenf. of a
non-parsimonious class. Rules will be chosen to minimize the
number of disjoint subclasses mentioned explicitly in the
statement of the rule. Note that the representation of classes
of molecules in terms cf the primitive classes was really
motivated toward this end, for each cf the primitive classes is
non-dis joint. When one begins to take intersections ot the
primitive classes and thereby refines them, then one moves away
frcm chances of obtaining a parsimonious class.

Example: B(#8-) = S1 If) S2 10S3 if) S4 3f) S5 1 D (S6 1

B(%8) = (Sll J S12)0 /n)(S4I(JS42 L/543)0 (S5l U552)0562

B(48 ) == (OH or CH3O ON 3) (OH, 0= or H ON 11) (0= or OH 17)



There are hosts cf ether criteria that one can readily formulate
that are intuitively valid to exercise, but we would like to
experiment with as many as are reasonable, and explore ways of
meaningfully combining criteria. The criteria in our current
repertoire besides measures of simplicity/complexity of rule
statements and degree of generality, include some measures based
on the effort spent in formulating and validating the rules.
There are criteria that involve prior knowledge of the theories
of mass spectrometry and attempted carry over of information from
relevant areas of chemistry about possible effects of
substituents on the behaviour of molecules. We expect to keep
explicit account of the chemical knowledge that enters into the
programs not only for understanding theory formation but also for
understanding how changes in the knowledge base alter the result.

D. EXTENSION OF THE PREDICTIVE DOMAIN OF TEE PULES
(PLANNER AND TERM REPLACEMENT)

Dl. The sets of rules derived for
defined each in the narrow context
evidence for the action and others
The rules may however be extended,

each of the actions are
cf the molecules snowing
not showing such evidence.
as a post-process conceivaoly.

to encompass some molecules not within the strict bounds of
E' (Da) and E' (Da-) but within E' (D) . The rules also need to be
extended into the infinite domain E (all estrogens) as far as
possible. One possible technique of removing the bind imposed by
the use of only those substituents actually seen in the data,
involves the introduction of new substituent labels to serve as
generalizations of substituents and effectively replacing
selected terms in the rules with
Such term replacement techniques

the generalized substituents.
raise the following questions:

i) when to replace terms ;
ii) what terms to replace ;
iii) and what terms to use for replacement ?

The notion of term replacement is based on the central assumption
that the behaviour of a molecule depends solely on its
topological structural features. Therefore, when two substituent
radicals exhibit similar effects, one tends tc relate the
similarity in effects to their cemmen structural parts. That is,
extract the 'common' subgraph of the structures and extend the
domain of the mclecules covered to any substituent uuilt on the
common subgraph. Thus an answer to the last question raised
above is:

Replace the selected part of a rule that reads
'Sjk n sjl' by 'any substituent containing the
the subgraph common to Sjk and Sjl'.

D2. In order to spare the initial program the trouble of graph
manipulation for purposes of common subgraph determination, we
managed to define a hierarchy of the substituents found in our
sample of f>6 estrogens, by suitably constructing additional
substituent labels for the generalization of substituents. The
hierarchy is drawn below as a tree with the defined additional
terms indicated by brackets.

\
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[0] DOUBLEBOND

\

[HALOGEN] [ ALKYL]

[O-SUBST ] [O-DERIV]

1. OCOCH3 1.
2.

FLUORINE
EFOMINE

1 . CH3
7. BENZOATE 2. ETHYL

3. VINYL
4. GAMMALACTCNE 4. ETHINYL

Example: (S4IUS42) which corresponds to (OH or 0= on 11) can be
term replaced by (C 3) or by (O-SUEST 3). and (S6IUS62)
corresponding to (CH3 or H on 18) can be terir replaced by (ALKYL
18) .
Term Definitions

O-DERIV Derivatives on any carboxylic acid.
O-SUBST Any substituent that is connected thru an oxygen atom,

and which is not an O-DERIV.
HALOGEN Any of Fluorine, Bromine, lodine or Chlorine.
ALKYL Any substituent radical formed out of carbons and

hydrogens where each atom is connected to another by only single
bonds.

0 Any substituent radical that has a leading oxygen atom
(thus equivalent to either of O-DERIV and O-SUBST).

ANY Allows any substituent radical.

D3. The program to select rules out of P(D) should be informed
of this postprocessing, so that it may form rule-classes amenable
to term-replacement. The information that this program needs in
order to function effectively is to be generated by a PLANNING
phase, which as yet is very vaguely defined. The function of
planner is to be generally described as analyzing the effects of
each of the substituents with respect to each of the actions and
classifying them as having an enhancing, reducing or neutral
effect on the intensity of the peak corresponding to the action.
It will also seek to discover those interactions between
substituents that the rule formaticn program should consider.
The suitability of two substituents to be blended by term
replacement will also be assessed by planner by putting in the
corresponding structural similarities of substituents and the
similarity of their observed effects on intensities of peaks.

/

1. OH
2. CH3O
3. 0=
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Estrogen skeleton (Hydrogen atoms not shown)

Note: All nodes are carbon atoms with the proper number of
hydrogen attached. (Frcper number = valence of atom minus number
of bonds attached, e.g., 4-2 for node *15, or CH2.) The
conventional numbering of the nodes in the estrogen skeleton is
shewn.

ESTROGEN SKELETON C|@Hg4

Figure H:
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Figure 43: Example of Actions in the Estrogen Skeleton

Note: the arrow indicates fragment selection, the long diagonal
line indicates cleavage. No migration occurs in a 1or a2.
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DIAGRAM 1 CONCEPTUALIZATION OF META-DENDRAL*

DATA (Analytic Data pics structural
features for each of n molecules)

Data Interpretation Generate Actions to Explain Data Points

Table of Plausible Actions

Rule Formation Search for plausible explanations
for an action Ai

Alternative Explanations for each Action

♦Unification of rules, the third step of the procedure, has been
emitted from this discussion, and consequently from this diagram.
The output of the second stpp. Rule Formation, is a set of rules
which is a primitive sort of theory in its o*n right. But we
recognize the convention of witholding the term "theory' from a
"mere" collection of rules.

Sl-->AI Sl~>A2 S1 —>Ak
S2-->AI S2— >A2 ... S2-->Ak

Sn-->AI Sm— >A2 Sj—>Ak


